
Number of the Day 

• Answer these questions about a different number each day to revise a 
range of maths skills. 

• You can print the blank copy to write your answers on (if possible) or 
simply write the answers in your maths jotters. 

• There are three numbers to choose from. Choose your spice level; mild, 
spicy or extra hot. 



Number of the Day
Today’s number is:

What is the place value?4

Hundreds         tens            units

What is the number before?5

What is the number after?6

10 more is…7

100 more is…9

Make it in money10

Write it in words1

Is it odd or even?2

Write it in tally marks3

10 less is…8

6       16        100 

Monday 11th January 2021 



Number of the Day
Today’s number is:

What is the place value?4

Hundreds         tens            units

What is the number before?5

What is the number after?6

10 more is…7

100 more is…9

Make it in money10

Write it in words1

Is it odd or even?2

Write it in tally marks3

10 less is…8

10     52      126

Tuesday 12th January 2021 



Number of the Day
Today’s number is:

What is the place value?4

Hundreds         tens            units

What is the number before?5

What is the number after?6

10 more is…7

100 more is…9

Make it in money10

Write it in words1

Is it odd or even?2

Write it in tally marks3

10 less is…8

11  25       294 

Wednesday 13th January 2021 



Number of the Day
Today’s number is:

What is the place value?4

Hundreds         tens            units

What is the number before?5

What is the number after?6

10 more is…7

100 more is…9

Make it in money10

Write it in words1

Is it odd or even?2

Write it in tally marks3

10 less is…8

4    33         549 

Thursday 14th January 2021 



Number of the Day
Today’s number is:

What is the place value?4

Hundreds         tens            units

What is the number before?5

What is the number after?6

10 more is…7

100 more is…9

Make it in money10

Write it in words1

Is it odd or even?2

Write it in tally marks3

10 less is…8

8      28       252 

Friday 15th January 2021 


